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Overview 
Creating anything in the digital realm will always result in an ever-increasing number of folders, files 
and components within files. Be it a mesh object within a 3D file or a layer in a 2D art image, to the 
export of a final texture map, the number of items in any given project can quickly grow into the 
thousands for even a basic production. Once you multiply this with the naming of files and which 
folders they are storage in, it can quickly become a nightmare just to find something specific, let 
alone know if it is the latest version. 

As such, we generally have 3 main levels of organisation and naming: 

- Folders: a standard set of project folders that provide an easy and consistent means to 
locate any files.  

- Files: naming that both easily identifies the type and purpose of the file along with its 
revision or version status. 

- Components: a system of both pre and post-fix mnemonics that provide both an easier way 
to quickly identify elements within a file and search/sort such items. In addition, some 
software functions will use certain naming ‘codes’ to facilitate automatic operations. 

The following details are mostly designed for a general production pipeline, however some elements 
maybe chosen from current defaults within the Blender 3D software. 

 

Folders 
For many large-scale productions, it is very likely that some sort of automated Digital Asset or 
Content Management system will be utilised. In which case any folder structure can be a very 
abstract system hidden behind a database referencing terabytes of data. 

For our needs we will assume there is no such system and that a folder structure needs to be 
created for the production of a single 3D image to a short animation. As such, depending on the size 
or type of the project, not all ‘default’ folders may be required. For an animation, it is likely that 
sound would be required; however, a single image would have no such audio requirement. 

The production of an animation will be used as the ‘sample project’ going forward, as such any 
smaller projects or art production can just remove the folders that are not applicable. 

The very first top-level folder is both the most obvious and perhaps the hardest to decide on. That 
being the actual name of the project. Ideally you do not want to change the name of this folder (or 
any folders) mid production1, so it may end up being a working title that differs from the final name 
of the production. Even if the folder is named ‘Trash Planet’ and it is delivered as ‘Wall-E’, do not go 
back and rename the folder. 

  

                                                             
1 From footers on documents to linked resources within 3D files, an unchanging file path is required  
to avoid breaking such links and references. 
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Depending on the number of projects created each year there is also the option of using some sort 
of date format to group and sort productions. It is unlikely that a specific day would matter, giving a 
format of: 

 YYYY-MM-Project_Name 

or, using a higher level folder for each year: 

 YYYY 

 MM-Project_Name 

Once again, if there are few projects in any given year, then the month can also be left out. 

 

Avoiding Spaces (and other things) 

At this point it is important to start talking about the characters used in the naming of all 
folders/files/components and specifically which characters need to be avoided. Depending on the 
software or file systems used, there are some characters that either have special meaning or are just 
illegal to use. While a MAC system maybe fine with a folder called ‘Location Audio / ADR’, if you tried 
to transfer or access such a folder on WINDOWS, you would be in for a world of pain. 

Now you may think it is not that big a deal, just remove the / or call it ‘Location Audio’ and 
everything will be fine. However any other project files (like that of a video editor) which references 
the audio in that folder, now all have broken links. 

The following are illegal characters/symbols to use as a folder or file name in WINDOWS: 

 \ / : * ? “ < > | 

In addition, there are also characters/symbols that are treated as ‘special’ within some software or 
just make components harder to read/sort. These should also be avoided: 

 ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & ( ) + = [ ] { } , 

Now we come to what is for some a more controversial naming convention and that is the banning 
of using any ‘spaces’. 

Many consider the use of ‘spaces’ an easy way to keep things readable, as in: 

The Emperors New Groove 

Which is fine for a folder or file name, until some software or system reads and displays it as:  

 The%20Emperors%20New%20Groove 

Now things are a little less readable and if your unlucky, at some point the software may stop 
reading the %20 as the code for a ‘space’ and actually write it out as the % symbol followed by the 
numbers 2 and 0. By which time you are well and truly stuffed. 

As such, underscores ‘_’ will be used to replace spaces, giving us: 

 The_Emperors_New_Groove 
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General Purpose Folder Structure 

The following will cover the likely typical production pipeline for an animated short using numerals 
as part of the folder names to visually sort the process into a logical order. While it is possible to be 
working on multiple stages simultaneously, there is usually a practical limit to what can be done 
without the preceding work being completed. 

When using numbers, never just use the numeral by itself, always have preceding zeros, as in: 

 01 

 02 

 03 

This will ensure that the computer will group and sort them in order, however this can create an 
issue down the track in that you predefine a set maximum number. Given that we never want to go 
back and rename/renumber any folder/file/component names due to referencing, it’s very 
important to select a large enough number range from the start. 

The likely easiest solution, while also avoiding just having everything set as 0000001, is to include 
one more zero then you think you will ever need. 

So even if you are one thousand percent sure that your item naming will never go above 9, include a 
zero in front anyway. 

The initial choice of the very top level folders can either be extremely limited or cover a much longer 
list of all the common processes involved in making an animation. In general films tend to go 
through 5 major stages of production: 

 Development 

 Pre-Production 

 Production 

 Post-Production 

 Distribution 

Unless you happen to be working on a large/complex and expensive movie or long/legal drawn out 
writing process which involves adaptions and copyright clearances with potential for significant hair 
loss, then it is very likely that the Development process can be included within Pre-Production. 

Now you may also be thinking that the same logic would apply to Distribution, in that it can just be 
included within Post-Production. In some ways that is true, but even if you aren’t doing a full multi-
national cinema release, with full regional marketing campaigns, followed up by digital and then 
DVD release, I’d still argue that having a Distribution folder at the top level is a good idea. 

By the end of the project, the Post-Production folder will have one final master version of the film. It 
will be in the highest resolution with the lowest compression possible. Encoded from that and stored 
in the Distribution folder, will be any and all versions for posting on Youtube, etc or making into a 
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DVD or small 30s sample that can be emailed. In addition, the folder will also have text for forum 
posts or press-release material (should someone email you asking for more information). 

So, with all of the above in mind, we now have our initial folder structure: 

 

 2021 

 Project_Name 
 01_Pre-Production 
 02_Production 
 03_Post-Production 
 04_Distribution 

 

Pre-Production 

This is where all the initial ground work is stored, from the first idea to final script and all of the 
preliminary artwork/research and visual ‘tests’ of the story. It is the planning stage where questions 
are asked, choices and decisions are made and any big technical challenges are trialled to make sure 
that what you want to create is actually possible to do within your available resources. 

The following folders would cover most Pre-Production stages: 

 01_Script 
 02_Concept_Design 
 03_Storyboard 
 04_Animatic 
 05_Animation_Tests 

 

Script 

While it is possible for a large project to have many written ideas/treatments, followed by a near 
endless number of draft scripts, till reaching the final script and then screenplay. Then after all that, 
there’s still the likelihood of numerous amendments and rewrites. As such, each one of those would 
likely have its own folder, but for us, individual files are likely sufficient. 

 

Shot List 

A file or folder within the 01_Script folder, the Shot List it is one of the most important documents 
within the whole production. A shot list is a detailed breakdown of every time that the camera 
changes angles in the script, so a new point of view. While the exact type of information that is 
included can vary from project to project and director to director, the one thing that must be 
included and that will propagate down through the entire folder and file naming structure is the 
Shot Number/Name. 
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Depending on the size and scope of the production the ‘Shot Name’, could have any or all of the 
following: Production Name/Number, Episode Number, Sequence Number, Scene Number, Shot 
Number, Version 

Unless one was working in a large studio, with multiple projects in production at the same time, then 
a Production Name/Number isn’t required. Equally, if it isn’t some sort of series production then an 
Episode Number also isn’t required. 

The next three (Sequence Number, Scene Number and Shot Number) can be a little more flexible 
and depending on who you ask, Scene and Shot number can be the same thing but only ever called 
one or the other. In traditional 2D animation (ie Disney), it was always Sequence and Scene number, 
while live action films always call it a shot rather than a scene. In both cases, be it Scene or Shot, it 
always referred to when the camera angle or point of view changed. 

In the interest of simplicity, we will use the term ‘shot’ for any change in camera, while using a 
Sequence Number to break up the story in to manageable ‘chunks’. While many people may define a 
Sequence differently, most stories have fairly clear points of significant change to easily define a new 
Sequence. A completely new location for example would mean a new Sequence or a major change in 
action, like the Chase Sequence through the streets, the Fight Sequence in the underground car park 
or the Escape Sequence through the tunnels. 

All of these should be fairly obvious from the final Script and remain largely static, especially once 
Production starts. If whole new Sequences are being added and/or current ones being dropped 
during Production, than for the most part, something went wrong during Pre-Production. 

However, it can happen and adding or removing Shots during Production is very likely to happen. So 
given the importance of naming each Sequence/Shot for everything from the Storyboards to 
Animation to the final rendered output, some flexibility is required. 

As such, if we exclude episode number, we end up with a naming format of: 

 Sequence_Shot_Version 

A version identifier is needed on the off chance that during Production, the same shot needs to be 
revised or the director requests some changes to make it ‘better’. Both sequence and shot use non-
sequential numbering, while each version is signified by a letter (A, B, C, etc). 

Two numbers are usually enough for each sequence, starting at 01 and continuing with every odd 
number, so 03, 05, 07, etc. This allows for a new sequence to be added in easily later in Production, 
should it be required. Chances are that any changes or movements of sequences during Pre-
Production, would just result in the sequences being renumbered in the Storyboard stage. Since at 
that point you are visually assembling and editing the project and things can still somewhat change. 

Unlike sequences, shots can be a lot more fluid and there is a lot more of them. As such, to allow for 
possible growth and additions, we use three numbers, starting at 005 and continuing with every fifth 
number, so 010, 015, 020, etc. This allows for a greater number of new shots to be added at various 
stages, without the need to totally renumber a whole sequence. 
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Therefore our base naming for many folders and files will take the form of: 

 01_005_A 

 01_010_A 

 01_015_A 

 03_005_A 

 etc. 

 

Concept Design 

All of the initial artwork required to visualise every aspect of the final script is located under this 
folder. The starting point would be based on an asset breakdown of the script which details every 
character, prop and location, along with a general ‘feel’ for how the overall project should look. 

In general this would be broken down to the following sub-folders: 

 01_Moodboard – a collection of images, styles, colour palettes, typography and words that 
convey an initial vision, idea or mood of how the project should look. 

 02_Characters – the visual development of anything that walks and talks (or could talk) is 
located here under its own named folder. If it is going to be ‘moved’ by a Character 
Animator, then it belongs in here. 

 03_Props – any object that is likely to be interacted with (that isn’t part of a characters 
normal attire) or is generally seen up close. Normally objects such as vehicles would be 
considered a prop, but of course if your project happens to involve talking ‘Cars’, then 
chances are anything with wheels is more likely to be a character. 

 04_Environment – the world in which the story is set, from landscapes to buildings (both 
interior and exterior) to general background elements. Most normal objects would usually 
be included here, from lights, furniture and usual set dressing items. A stack of books or a 
bookshelf for example would normally be part of the environment, unless a character is 
going to interact with the bookshelf and then pull out a specific book. At which point that is 
more likely to be considered a prop and undergo a more specific design process. 

 

Storyboard 

A collection of images that visually represents each shot (based on the Shot List) in the story in 
sequential order. Depending on the size of the project this may just be a group of files (based on the 
Sequence_Shot_Version naming format) or individual folders for each main sequence that needs to 
be storyboarded. 

 

Animatic 

The very first rough cut of the story, from start to finish using shot images from the storyboard, 
mixed with temporary audio. Usually general stock library music is used to give an idea of the basic 
mood or tempo of the scene, along with ‘Scratch’ Voice Overs for any spoken text. 
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The likely needed folders are: 

 01_Images – individual images of each shot taken from the storyboard and/or possibly 
mixed with some concept art and test animation. Every file would be named in the 
Sequence_Shot_Version format. 

 02_Audio – any recorded or mixed audio, from library music to temporary voice tracks. 
 03_Renders – output of the whole Animatic and/or sequences at various stages of the 

production. 

 

Animation Tests 

Using stand in assets, either from stock libraries, previous projects or just quickly created rough 
approximations, create any ‘proof of concept’ animation tests. These are likely to be already 
identified technical challenges from the above story and design process. It could be anything from 
rendering a specific style/look that is easy to create as a single image in Krita2, but maybe much 
harder to produce at 24 fps from a 3D renderer. Then there’s simulations for Cloth, Hair and the 
environment, such as water. Or it may be an animation rig for a specific character, say a Caterpillar 
(do you really want to hand animate 20 legs). 

In general you want to make sure that you can actually do what you want to do before starting full 
production. Only to then discover some aspect of the story just isn’t doable with the 
tools/time/resources that you have. Forcing production to stop and going back to stage 1 (Story) to 
rework/rewrite, along with design/storyboard, etc all over again. 

Depending on the tests required, files could be organised in various ways. A general group of sub-
folders may be: 

 01_Assets – 3D models, image textures and any other basic building blocks that you need 
for the tests. 

 02_Working_Files – the actual application project files (that have any required objects 
linked in from the assets folder), which are used to test and render out the animation. 

 03_Renders – final rendered output from the test files. 

 

 

  

                                                             
2 A free drawing/painting application: krita.org 
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Production 

Everything has been planned for and tested, so it’s now time to start creating what will finally be 
seen on screen. Without a doubt this will be the largest folder, with the most sub-folders and 
depending on the size of the production, hundreds of thousands to millions of individual files. As 
such it is extremely important to be logically organised and to follow the system rigorously. 

Due to the number of files likely involved and the extent of content required, the Production folder is 
also likely to have the deepest level of sub-folders. The following should provide a good general 
starting point, however it may require some tweaking depending on your exact needs and software 
used. 

The main top level of folders are: 

 01_Assets – all of the 3D model files with associated unique project textures3 and any 
required rigging for characters, props and locations/sets.  

 02_Layout – the initial set up of every sequence/scene with environment, props, starting 
placement of characters and basic camera position and movement for each shot ready for 
detailed animation. 

 03_Voice_Recording – professional audio recording of all dialogue, prepared for lip sync in 
the animation stage. 

 04_Shots – where all the animation, simulation and lighting are completed before each shot 
is then prepared for final render. 

 05_Renders – every completed rendered frame from each shot ready to be assembled in 
Post-Production to create the final film. 

 

Assets 

This is where all of the building blocks of the project are created, stored and linked from to every 
following stage of Production. With the possible exception of the Simulation process, every 
character, prop, building, tree, sign post, etc that will be seen on screen, will be found in this folder 
(or more accurately, in one of likely very many sub-folders). 

At no point during later stages of Production, be it in Layout or any of the steps involved in creating 
each shot for final render, do you create a new object, no matter how small, in any of those 
folders/files. For example, say during the layout of a room, you notice that a door knob is missing 
from a door in the background. You may think that it’s hardly even visible that far back, so why not 
just quickly make a basic knob and place it on the door. 

The problem is that door is linked in from the Asset folder and as such is used in other Layout files, 
even one in which a character reaches for the door knob to open said door only to notice it’s not 
there. This time the door asset file is updated and a proper door knob is added, while at the same 
time it was decided to change the look of the door a bit, now that it’s filling a third of the screen as a 
character reaches for it, it just looked too ordinary. 

                                                             
3 A general library of textures, HDRI images and even full models/images (i.e. company logo) would be 
maintained outside of any single project. 
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Later, when the updated door is automatically relinked with the revised door in that earlier layout, it 
now has two door knobs, in different locations. 

So, stay organised and only create any new object in the Asset folder, making sure to link the final 
version (more on that in the file naming section) in all later production files. 

Depending on the project, it is possible that you may need to add some specific sub-folders, but at 
the very least the following are likely needed: 

 01_Characters – be it a trash compacting robot or a pretty girl with very very long hair 
stuck in a tower or even a talking car, if it’s an ‘actor’ in your film, then the 3D model belongs 
in the Characters folder. Often used props that are usually carried by said character would 
also usually be part of the same base model as would any costume changes.  

 02_Props – any non-character specific object that either has some special significance (a 
magical sword that everyone is searching for) or any item that maybe interacted with or 
even something that will be seen close up and needs special attention. It is possible that a 
more specific folder will also be required, for example Vehicles, should the project have a lot 
of cars, planes, ships, etc that aren’t characters. 

 03_Locations – this would be the Environment or ‘Sets’ in which all the action takes place. 
Depending on the size and scope of the project, this may need to be replaced and broken 
down into more specific folders. Possible alternate folders are: Interior, Exterior, Cities, 
Jungle, Desert, etc. There are likely to be a lot of ‘prop’ type objects within the folder(s) that 
largely acts as ‘Set Dressing’. 

In most cases, each of the above folders would then have a fairly common group of further sub-
folders under the name of each item that needs to be created. While it could be argued that 
preceding numbers aren’t strictly required, for the sake of consistency we will. With that in mind, it 
may be best to start any Props with 001 or even 0001 for a large project. Since while it’s unlikely to 
have over 100 Characters (101 Dalmatians not withstanding), the number of Props could add up very 
fast, so better safe than sorry. 

Using a Character as an example, each model would likely have the following: 

 01_Trash_Robot_Name 
 01_Final – while it is very likely that this folder will only ever have one file in it, 

which will be a copy of whatever is the most recently approved version of the model 
from the Working folder, by placing it in its own folder and making sure that is the 
first folder in the list, it becomes very clear which file should be linked and hence 
used throughout the rest of the production. 

 02_Reference – outside of the concept art, any item specific reference material 
that can aid in the creation of the model. 

 03_Working – all of the working model files, with appropriate file version naming 
(more on that later) required to create the item in 3D. 

 04_Textures – any unique image files, both working and final versions that are used 
to create the materials/shaders for the model. Common textures would be stored in 
an overall asset library and linked from there. No need to have multiple copies of 
the same image file spread across every project. 

 05_Renders – various test renders of the model, using a standard scene/lighting 
setup for easy comparison and final approval. 
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Layout 

Once we get to Layout the naming of folders can be a little more dynamic and flexible. While the 
previously established Sequence/Shot numbering already established is still the backbone of the 
whole production system, sticking to a single Shot for everything can quickly become unpractical. 
Consider for a moment a simple scene of two characters interacting in a room. Now you could just 
have single wide angle camera that shows the whole room as the characters move about, say a few 
things and then exit the room. All done as one shot and all very boring. 

Instead there would be multiple cuts as the camera swaps focus from one character to the other, 
with a mix of wide angle, medium and close-up framing. The problem is that while it is multiple 
camera shots, it is all within the same single location, meaning that it is the same Layout and overall 
action covering any possible number of shots. Given that the whole purpose of Layout is to set 
things up for Animation, it makes even less sense to split everything up by shot. 

If a character is moving around, interacting with objects (Props) while delivering some lines of 
dialogue over the course of 15-20 seconds, that will all be animated as a single whole given that all 
the motions and movement would flow from one to another. It would be crazy (and borderline 
impossible) to create a free flowing and smooth animation if during that time the camera changed 
three times and each shot was being animated as a separate piece rather than as a whole being seen 
from different angles. 

However, it is very possible that a lot of action will take place at the same location and hence be 
covered by the same Layout file. Yet there are multiple characters to animate and even the same 
character can move position while ‘off camera’, resulting in a whole new section of Animation. In 
this case, the same basic Layout file is still used with added ‘scenes’ for each group of Animation 
shots. As such a single Layout file would be used (with data linking) as the basis for creating each 
specific file needed to allow a character animator or even the simulation animator to create the final 
animation. 

Much of this really only makes sense and works once File and Component (objects and data within 
each file) naming/management is taken into account. This means that the Layout job is both very 
important and somewhat technical and requires clear organisation and attention to details. 

However, from a folder structure point of view, it is likely to be fairly simple. Each sequence number 
would be used for the folders and then file names for each group of shots that the layout covers, 
hence: 

 Sequence_01 – as an example each layout file could then be named something like 
“01_005-015_A”, the 01 being the sequence number and 005-015 being all shots from 005 
to 015 inclusive. A subsequent layout file could then be named “01_020-055_A” and so on. 

 

Now you could create a sub folder for each layout using the same name (01_005-015, etc.) but it’s 
very likely there would then only be one file in the folder, which seems to create an unnecessary 
deep directory tree. 
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Voice Recording 

In order to match the lip-sync of the character a final voice track needs to be created before any 
Animation is started that has spoken dialogue. Usually the voice artist would be recorded in a 
professional studio, reading all of the lines from the script, generally with multiple ‘takes’ or 
variations on the delivery of those lines. Later on, the Director would then review and select one 
specific ‘take’ or even a combination of ‘takes’ edited together, that is subsequently linked with the 
layout file for animation to be synced with. 

It’s possible to organise this a few ways but the most logical would seem to be to group all audio 
under each character that will be speaking the lines. Equally, for consistency we already have a 
folder name for each character under Assets, so the same name and number ordering would be 
used.  

Under that only two sub-folders should be required, recordings and final, resulting in: 

 01_Trash_Robot_Name 
 01_Final – the final selected and edited ‘take’ of each audio dialogue that is linked 

for animating and used to create the completed sound mix in Post-Production. 
 02_Recordings – all of the ‘raw’ audio recordings, possibly over multiple sessions, 

of every line the character speaks. Depending on the length of the project and how 
much dialogue the individual character has, sub-folders may be required. Logically 
these would be grouped by Sequence Number. 

 

Shots 

This is where everything that goes into outputting each frame of the project is created and brought 
together. Based on the Layout file for each camera shot or group of shots, an ‘animation ready’ file 
would be created that provides the animator with all of the background information needed to 
animate the character but only allows them to manipulate the character rig via linking and overrides. 

It is possible that lower detail or ‘proxy’ version of some assets could be used in order to allow for 
real-time viewport playback. As long as certain elements are kept exactly the same, like the 
character rig, then the exported out Animation data can be applied to a full detail version for final 
rendering. 

Any shot(s) that require Simulation of effects, cloth, hair, etc would go through much the same 
process. Of course if that cloth or hair was on a character or fire on a candle that the character was 
holding, then any Animation would need to be completed first and the data linked in before any 
simulation could be calculated and saved out. 

With the above all done, a final file would be created (linking in full detail versions of all assets, along 
with any Animation and Simulation data)  in order to apply lighting and make any setting 
adjustments required for rendering out the frames of each shot. 

This leaves us with the following ‘shot’ folders: 

 01_Animation – all of what I’m calling ‘animation ready’ files would located here. By that I 
mean these are shot files that the Character Animator will use to create the animation 
performance. 
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 02_Simulation – specific shot or even a whole sequence (which happens to be all set on 
water) that needs a certain setup in order to calculate the simulation. 

 03_Lighting_RenderPrep – the combination of all of the above with a final lighting setup 
and specific rendering parameters required to output each frame of the project. 

 

For a very short project, one could just store the files under each of those folders, using a naming 
format the same as the Layout file (01_005-015_A, 01_020-050_A, etc). However, in general it would 
be cleaner to at least group each set of files within a Sequence folder. 

Resulting in a full Shots folder tree looking like: 

 Project_Name 
 02_Production 

 04_Shots 
 01_Animation 

 Sequence_01 
 Sequence_03 

 02_Simulation 
 Sequence_03 

 03_Lighting_RenderPrep 
 Sequence_01 
 Sequence_03 

 

Renders 

While the Lighting_RenderPrep folder contains the files used to generate every frame (image file), 
the actual rendered output is stored here. These are the final frames from the 3D renderer that will 
be combined in Post-Production with audio (music, SFX, voice track), any colour correction or 
grading and possible video/image effects that are just easier to do in video/compositing software. 

Even though the Layout and various Shot phases may have logically grouped some camera shots 
together, the image files will all be stored in a per shot folder. Once again, for short projects, just 
each shot folder would be enough. Otherwise the same sequence folders from before would be used 
to logically group things together and avoid an almost constant flow of numbers that seem to meld 
together. 

Resulting in: 

 Sequence_01 
 01_005_A 
 01_010_A 
 01_015_A 

 Sequence_03 
 03_005_A 
 03_007_A 
 03_010_A 
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 03_010_B 
 Sequence_04 

 04_005_A 
 04_010_A 

 

 

Post-Production 

At this stage, you now have a lot (likely thousands or even tens of thousands) of very nice looking 
images, so it’s time to combine them all together into a single video. In addition to the rendered 
images, other final components are also added. In some cases the image exported from the 3D 
renderer may not be the actual final visual look and other elements need to be included via 
Compositing. 

Then, unless you’re making a tribute to Charlie Chaplin, the full Sound Design with all dialogue, 
music and sound effects needs to be created and finalised. 

Lastly, there’s the Edit which pulls all of that together, applies final adjustments like colour grading 
and in some cases even moves shots around or cuts some out entirely (deleted scenes..), resulting in 
the output of the completed project. 

The main top level of folders are: 

 01_Compositing – any high level compositing work that can’t be done in the video editor is 
stored here. 

 02_Sound_Design – any new audio that needs to be created/recorded and it isn’t either 
already part of a general library or was previously finalised as part of Voice Recording. 

 03_Edit – the final combination of everything, usually in a video editor that results in the 
‘master’ version of a completed project. 

 

Compositing 

Combining two or more images or elements together, especially if one is live action video and the 
other is a 3D render, is the bread and butter work of a compositor. However, on a pure 3D project 
chances are that very little actual high end compositing will be required. While it is possible that 
there may be a full crowd simulation rendered out, with foreground animated main characters that 
need to be overlayed on top, this can be done with most video editors in the Edit phase. 

In most case will we only need two main sub-folders: 

 01_Final – the output of any compositing that would be organised in sequence and shots 
folders just like the Renders output. 

 02_Working – any working files required to assembled and output the final combined 
images for importing into the Edit. Most likely any required sub-folders would be specific to 
the compositing software being used. 
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Sound Design 

Depending on the type of project, this could be one of the first areas to be worked on. In the case of 
something like Fantasia, it all started with sound (the music) and then various Pre-Production stages 
are carried out.  

In the case of dialogue, most of that would already be locked in as part of the Voice Recording stage 
which needed to be done prior to the animation. However, it is possible that some additional or 
replacement recording is required as part of the final mix. 

Then of course any original music and sound effects needs to be written/sourced and recorded. 
Resulting in the following folders: 

 01_Dialogue – any last minute replacement of existing dialogue or off camera voice overs 
and narrations that weren’t planned for or had any character animation. At the other 
extreme, this could also contain a complete foreign language dub for all final dialogue. 

 02_Music – all composing and recording of any original music and/or songs for the project. 
 03_SFX – recording of any sound effects, from a light switch to a laser blast that 

traditionally would be created by a Foley artist. Chances are that unless you are working on 
a big budget project, all sound effects will come from a general SFX library. 

 

Edit 

The final stage of piecing it all together, usually in some sort of video editing software which then 
outputs or renders a single video file. Ideally and within storage limits all of the previous stages have 
been saved in a ‘loss-less’ format and it’s all of those files that are linked and pull together for the 
edit. 

Since all content is being pulled in from various other folders, it is unlikely that any new sub-folders 
will be needed under the Edit one, outside of whatever standard set of folders that any specific 
video editing software may create. 
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Distribution 

The project is now done but so far no one has seen it. This is where everything to do with delivery, 
communication and marketing are kept, from various ‘versions’ of the final video (different 
resolutions, formats, data rates, etc) to press release kits and social media postings and even style 
guides as to how the project should be presented in a standard manner. 

While many various sub-folders maybe required, they can all most likely be grouped under one of 
the following: 

 01_Delivery – versions of the final video file that are used for various purposes. A 9GB file 
for burning on to a Bluray disc isn’t suitable for uploading to Youtube, while the Youtube file 
is still too large and too long to act as a trailer. Or you may want just a 30s snippet that is 
small enough to send via email or post on Twitter. 

 02_Marketing – all the information required to present the project in a unified way, from a 
style guide, to a press release and various standard text used to post on social media, along 
with maybe a pre-prepared list of likely questions and general answers. 

 03_Communication – any specific communication that has been sent or received that 
needs to be kept track of. This could be anything from letters/emails to an agent or film 
festivals to posts on a forum from an industry veteran that you want to follow up or locate 
at a later date. 
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Sample Folder Tree 

While every project can be a little different the following folder only summary should provide a good 
general structure. 

 Project_Name 
 01_Pre_Production 

 01_Script 
 02_Concept_Design 

 01_Moodboard 
 02_Characters 
 03_Props 
 04_Environment 

 03_Storyboard 
 04_Animatic 

 01_Images 
 02_Audio 
 03_Renders 

 05_Animation_Tests 
 01_Assets 
 02_Working_Files 
 03_Renders 

 02_Production 
 01_Assets 

 01_Characters 
 01_Sample_Asset_Name 

 01_Final 
 02_Reference 
 03_Working 
 04_Textures 
 05_Renders 

 02_Props 
 03_Locations 

 02_Layout 
 Sequence_01 

 03_Voice_Recording 
 01_Character_Name 

 01_Final 
 02_Recordings 

 04_Shots 
 01_Animation 

 Sequence_01 
 Sequence_03 

 02_Simulation 
 Sequence_03 

 03_Lighting_RenderPrep 
 Sequence_01 
 Sequence_03 

 05_Renders 
 Sequence_01 

 01_005_A 
 01_010_A 
 01_015_A 
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 Sequence_03 
 03_005_A 
 03_010_A 
 03_010_B 

 Sequence_04 
 04_005_A 
 04_010_A 

 03_Post_Production 
 01_Compositing 

 01_Final 
 02_Working 

 02_Sound_Design 
 01_Dialogue 
 02_Music 
 03_SFX 

 03_Edit 
 04_Distribution 

 01_Delivery 
 02_Marketing 
 03_Communication 

 

 

  


